Grade 11
“Programming – Pseudocode – Python basics”

“Programming Booklet”

Data types
Pseudocode : INTEGER, REAL, CHAR, STRING, BOOLEAN, DATE, ARRAY, FILE

Flowchart Symbols
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Declaration of variables
Pseudocode : DECLARE <identifier> : <value>
Example :
DECLARE numb : INTEGER
DECLARE name : STRING

Constants
Pseudocode : CONSTANT <identifier> : <datatype>
Example :
CONSTANT pi :3.14
IMPORTANT : Constants DO NOT CHANGE in runtime.

Python :
Example :
PI=3.13
Python convention is to write constant identifiers using all capital letters. In python the values can be
changed, although you should treat constants as not changeable.

Conditional Constructs
Pseudocode - CASE selection construct
CASE OF <expression>
<value 1>
:<statement(s)>
<value2>,<value3>
:<statement(s)>
<value3> TO <value4> :<statement(s)>
.
.
OTHERWISE <statements>
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Pseudocode - IF-THEN selection construct
IF <boolean expression>
THEN
<statement(s)>
ELSE
<statement(s)>
ENDIF

Pseudocode - CASE selection construct example
INPUT Grade
CASE statement
CASE OF Grade
example
CASE 100
: OUTPUT “PERFECT”
CASE 95 TO 99 : OUTPUT “A*”
CASE 90 TO 94 : OUTPUT “A”
CASE 75 TO 89 : OUTPUT “B”
CASE 50 TO 74 : OUTPUT “C”
OTHERWISE : OUTPUT “ITS BETTER IF YOU DON’T LEARN YOUR GRADE”

ENDCASE

Loop constructs
When designing a loop, the first question to ask is, "How many times will the loop repeat?"
1. If we know the specific number of times the loop should be executed, then we can use the Fixed
Count Loop Construct.
2. If we don’t know the specific number of times, but we know that the loop will be executed as
long as specific condition is TRUE, then we use a Pre-Conditional Loop construct or a PostConditional Loop construct.
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Fixed Count Loop
We use them when we want to repeat some functions a predetermined number of times.

Pseudocode for Fixed count loops

FOR counter  startvalue TO endvalue
statements
ENDFOR

Example

FOR N  1 TO 10
OUTPUT N
ENDFOR

N:

counter

1:

startvalue

10:

endvalue

OUTPUT N :

statement

Python code for Fixed count loops

FOR counter in range (startvalue, endvalue,step):
statements
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Example

IMPORTANT
•
•
•

Indentation defines where loop construct ends
If no starting value is defined counter starts at 0
The actual end value will be endvalue-1

Output

Pre-Conditional Loop
This construct will check if a condition is TRUE and only then, the statements inside the loop will be
executed. At the end of each loop, the condition is checked and the loop will repeat once more only if
the condition is true.
This type of loop terminates if the condition is FALSE
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Pseudocode for Pre-Conditional loops

WHILE condition
statements
ENDWHILE

Example

IMPORTANT

INPUT number
sum0
WHILE number>0
sumsum+number

The program calculates the sum the of positive
numbers entered. The iteration will stop once a
negative number is typed.

If a user enters a negative number from the beginning
the iteration will not be executed at all.

INPUT number
ENDWHILE

Before the ENDWHILE statement I need to have
defined the next value to be checked. (INPUT number)

Python code for Pre-Conditional loops

WHILE condition:
statements

Example
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Post-Conditional Loop

In this type of loop the condition is checked AFTER the loop statements have been executed once.
The check is done at the end and if the condition is TRUE the loop will not be executed again. If the
condition is FALSE the loop will be executed once more.
This type of loop terminates if the condition is TRUE

Pseudocode for Post-Conditional loops

REPEAT
statements
UNTIL condition
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Example

IMPORTANT
The program reads and prints a name until the symbol
“&” is entered. The symbol & is used as the
termination value for the loop.

REPEAT
INPUT name

If the user types “&” as the first input this program will
not identify that it is the termination value and will
accept the input as valid. This happens because the
evaluation is at the end

OUTPUT name
UNTIL name=”&”

Python code for Post-Conditional loops

There is no REPEAT…UNTIL loop in Python. An implementation that simulates REPEAT…UNTIL, by
using a WHILE loop is shown below.

while TRUE:
statements
if condition2:
break
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